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Abstract
For current computational intelligence techniques, a major challenge is how to learn new

concepts in changing environment. Traditional learning schemes could not adequately

address this problem due to a lack of dynamic data selection mechanism. In this paper,

inspired by human learning process, a novel classification algorithm based on incremental

semi-supervised support vector machine (SVM) is proposed. Through the analysis of pre-

diction confidence of samples and data distribution in a changing environment, a “soft-

start” approach, a data selection mechanism and a data cleaning mechanism are designed,

which complete the construction of our incremental semi-supervised learning system.

Noticeably, with the ingenious design procedure of our proposed algorithm, the computation

complexity is reduced effectively. In addition, for the possible appearance of some new

labeled samples in the learning process, a detailed analysis is also carried out. The results

show that our algorithm does not rely on the model of sample distribution, has an extremely

low rate of introducing wrong semi-labeled samples and can effectively make use of the

unlabeled samples to enrich the knowledge system of classifier and improve the accuracy

rate. Moreover, our method also has outstanding generalization performance and the ability

to overcome the concept drift in a changing environment.

Introduction
With the arrival of the era of big data, today’s data has obvious characteristics of “4V” Volume,
Velocity, Variety and Veracity, which not only puts forward higher requirements of storing
data but also makes the tasks of data analysis and learning more difficult. Traditional machine
learning methods are difficult to move forward because the constantly increasing data could
not be stored infinitely and we also could not afford the high computational cost of re-learning
all the data together when new data is acquired. Even the storage capacity and the computing
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speed could be improved continuously, however, these two points will of course speed up the
coming of new data too, which means traditional classification strategies may still not keep up
with the pace of data growth. In addition, new increasing data may have temporal correlation
and change over time, which is the so-called “concept drift” [1, 2]. Without a forgetting mecha-
nism, traditional methods are still hard to quickly and effectively adapt to changing environ-
ments so much so that an ideal learning may not be achieved.

The first paper about incremental learning can be traced back to 1962, when Coppock and
Freund did a detailed study of biological learning process and got their paper published in
the famous Science [3]. With the rapid developing of data classification, especially after SVM
was proposed by Vapnik in 1995 [4], the incremental learning algorithm based on SVM has
become a major research focus and is attracting the growing attention of many researchers.
According to the purpose, the algorithms can be divided into two categories: 1) All the data has
already been obtained while operating standard training process is infeasible due to its large
amount so that the incremental learning techniques are introduced. 2) The new data is avail-
able at different time, for example: telephone records and weather conditions. To address this
kind of problem, our learning process should become incremental. Meanwhile, according to
the incremental learning approach, the algorithms can also be divided into two categories. For
the first category, previous training set is used combined with new data as a new training set
to re-train SVM. Redundant data is eliminated to achieve efficient incremental learning. In
1999, Syed et al. [5, 6] proposed a method that only support vectors are preserved and all other
data is discarded after training. The method showed effectiveness in scalable data mining and
enabled the incremental SVM to handle concept drift. On this basis, Mitra et al. [7] proposed a
method for data condensation in large databases, in which the SVM is trained with the data in
STORE, nm misclassified samples and nc correctly classified samples selected in GRABBAG
with a resample technique and the support vectors are retained in STORE. The process is
repeated in this method till the required accuracy is achieved on a testing set or GRABBAG is
exhausted. In 2001, Domeniconi et al. [8] constructed incremental learning algorithms with
SVM and four different techniques (ED, FP, EM, EM+E). In 2003, An et al. [9] proposed an
incremental learning algorithm by considering the distance between the input pattern and the
hyperplane. This method is widely used and expanded because of its efficient approach of
improving the training speed, decreasing the memory requirement and guaranteeing the classi-
fication precision. In 2005, Erdem et al. [10, 11] found a new path to integrate the SVM into an
ensemble framework using incremental Learn++ to address the catastrophic forgetting phe-
nomenon. Cheng et al. [12] proposed an improved incremental training algorithm for support
vector machines using active query in 2007, in which the k-means clustering algorithm is
applied to select initial training samples, assign a weight to each sample in active query and
develop a criterion to exclude non-informative training samples. For the second category, the
SVM is modified to an online optimization algorithm to achieve the incremental process. In
2001, Cauwenberghs et al. [13] presented an incremental and decremental method using online
recursive algorithm for training SVM, which had an excellent generalization performance and
obtained the informative margin vectors and error vectors quickly and correctly. Then, in
2003, this method was extended by Cauwenberghs and Diehl [14] to a general framework for
incremental learning, adaption and optimization. In 2006, Laskov et al. [15] made a deeper
research on online incremental SVM learning scheme. They carried out a detailed analysis on
the convergence and computational complexity of the algorithm, designed the new storage and
the organization of operations and finally provided a fast, stable and robust implementation. In
2014, Cheng et al. [16] proposed a new incremental learning approach with margin-selective
gradient descent learning to endow a fuzzy model with higher generalization ability and better
expression of knowledge concept.
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The introduction of incremental learning is a major breakthrough in the field of machine
learning and more generally, computational intelligence. However, the applications of all these
algorithms above require a premise that the labels of large amount of data acquired must be
exactly known, which really means much human effort. So semi-supervised learning is
expected could be combined with incremental learning to achieve more intelligent computa-
tion. From the study of human learning process, we found that incremental semi-supervised
learning is feasible. As for a 6-month old infant, “dad” and “mum” these two words may be
heard in many different cases. However, adults will not teach him/her clearly who is the “dad”
and who is the “mum” each time. If we view that each time adults teach the infant to say
“dad” and “mum” as labeled data and the sound of these two words in most cases as unlabeled
data, the infant’s learning process is similar to an incremental semi-supervised learning pro-
cess. Finally, the fact that he can distinguish these two words illustrates the feasibility of incre-
mental semi-supervised mode and makes us believe the possibility of embedding this mode
into computational intelligence.

Currently, there is only a small amount of literature [17, 18] about the structure of incre-
mental semi-supervised learning algorithm based on the SVM. The research about this topic is
hard and has many questions. The main difficulties can be concluded into two points. First, a
100% accuracy rate of the classes of semi-labeled samples could not be guaranteed by semi-
supervised learning, which makes it easy to make a bigger mistake and lead to severe degrada-
tion in classifier performance in an incremental process. Second, strong model assumptions
are made in many semi-supervised methods [19–21], which may be unable to match the prob-
lem structure of an incremental learning in a changing environment. In this paper, we propose
a novel classification algorithm based on the incremental semi-supervised SVM. The first
category of incremental learning approach is chosen because the second category approach
with an online learning algorithm is required to know the exact labels of incoming samples in
the initial stage, which is not conductive to the integration with semi-supervised theory. Mean-
while, for semi-supervised learning, self-training technique [22] is selected. The semi-labeled
samples with high prediction confidence are collected, which is mainly according to the dis-
tances between each semi-labeled sample and all labeled samples and the distance between
each semi-labeled sample and the optimal hyperplane of the SVM, without a strong model
assumption of the real problem. In the initial stage of our algorithm, in order to avoid introduc-
ing some wrong semi-labeled samples into the training set, which may have a catastrophic
influence on future learning, a “soft-start” approach is proposed to bring a relatively conserva-
tive attitude to the classifier and try to make the semi-labeled samples collection 100% correct.
In the “soft-start” phase, the co-training technique [22] in semi-supervised theory is considered
and an assistant classifier is introduced to help the main classifier. The distances between the
introduced semi-labeled sample and all labeled samples are also restricted in a relatively tight
range to ensure that our incremental semi-supervised algorithm has a smooth start. With the
growth of main classifier, the assistant classifier will be abandoned and the distance restriction
will be relaxed for collecting the semi-labeled samples faster. In addition, it is possible that
some new sets of labeled samples may arise in the learning process. A detailed analysis about
this condition is also carried out in this paper and the use of new labeled samples is maximized
for the correction of some possible mistakes in the present classifier so that it will not be “lost
in the forest” if a number of wrong semi-labeled samples are collected. Simulation results
show that, for the two different purposes, our algorithm does not rely on the model of sample
distribution and can effectively make use of new unlabeled samples to enrich the knowledge
system of classifier and improve the accuracy rate. Moreover, the rate of introducing wrong
semi-labeled samples is very low, which guarantees an excellent development of SVM in the
learning process. Our method also has outstanding generalization performance and an ability
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to overcome the concept drift in a changing environment and reduces the amount of stored
data and the cost of learning time.

This paper is structured as follows. The proposed algorithm based on the incremental semi-
supervised SVM is described in Section 2. In Section 3, two sets of experiments are designed for
two different purposes and the results are presented respectively. Section 4 presents our con-
cluding remarks.

Materials and Methods
The algorithm consists of four main parts: “soft-start”, incremental semi-supervised learning,
data cleaning mechanism and new labeled samples’ learning. Details of the steps of our algo-
rithm are explained in the following subsections.

“Soft-start”
In the initial stage of the incremental semi-supervised learning, the knowledge structure of clas-
sifier is relatively weak since only a small number of labeled samples are available. Once some
wrong semi-labeled samples are introduced into training set in this time it may hurt the prog-
ress of classifier in the future devastatingly. In order to ensure the credibility of classification
results of the selected semi-labeled samples and achieve a stable “soft-start”, two classifiers (a
main classifier and an assistant classifier) are used in our algorithm and the distances between
the selected semi-labeled sample and all labeled samples are controlled strictly. Meanwhile, the
distance between each semi-labeled sample and optimal hyperplane is another important refer-
ence index.

SVM classification. The two classifiers are trained with the labeled samples. To simplify
the theoretical derivation process, the classification problem is assumed between two classes.
We define:

lij ¼ xi � xj ð1Þ

where xi(i = 1,2,� � �,N) and xj(j = 1,2,� � �,N) can be anyone of the labeled samples, N is the num-
ber of the labeled samples; lij is the dot product result. The kernel function for the main classi-
fier is selected as Gaussian RBF (Radial Basis Function):

k1ðxi; xjÞ ¼ expð�
���xi � xj

���2

=2s2Þ ¼ exp
h
� ðlii � 2lij þ ljjÞ=2s2

i
ð2Þ

While the kernel function for the assistant classifier is selected as polynomial function:

k2ðxi; xjÞ ¼ ðxi � xj þ 1Þp ¼ ðlij þ 1Þp ð3Þ

From (2) and (3), although an assistant classifier is added, the computation complexity is
not increased much by calculating and recording lij.

After training the two SVM classifiers, the classifier function is built:

f ðxÞ ¼ sgnf
XN
i¼1

a�i yikðxi; xnewÞ þ b�g ð4Þ

where ai is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the ith sample and C�ai�0, C is the regu-
larization parameter; yi 2 {+1,−1} is the class label associated to the ith labeled sample; xnew

denotes anyone of unlabeled samples; b� is a scalar and can be solved with any support vector

Classification Algorithm Based on Incremental Semi-Supervised SVM
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xsv:

b� ¼ yi �
X
xi2SV

a�i yikðxi; xsvÞ ð5Þ

In (4), we let d1ðxnewÞ ¼
�����
XN
i¼1

a�i yik1ðxi; xnewÞ þ b�
����� denote the distance between sample xnew

and the separation hyperplane of main classifier. The prediction confidence of xnew may be
higher if d1(x

new) is larger. Furthermore, when the density of new incoming unlabeled samples
near the optimal hyperplane is very high, it often predicts the distribution of original data is
different with the distribution of new unlabeled data. In other words, the “concept drift”
occurs. If the density exceeds acceptable range, classification results given by the current
main classifier may carry low confidence. As d1(xsv) = 1, we let dthreshold = 0.1; count(d1(x

new)<
dthreshold) denote the number of new incoming unlabeled samples with d1(x

new)<dthreshold;
N new denotes the total number of new incoming unlabeled samples; p 2 [0.8, 0.9] is a scale
factor. If

countðd1ðxnewÞ < dthresholdÞ=Nnew � p ð6Þ

it means the proportion of unlabeled samples in the vicinity of the hyperplane does not exceed
the scale factor p so that this batch of data is suitable for learning by the main classifier. Other-
wise, the main classifier will only announce the classification results without learning the new
data.

Distance between semi-labeled sample and hyperplane. For the batch which satisfies (6),
the distance between the semi-labeled sample and the hyperplane will be considered first.
Let xc_new(c = 1, 2) denote anyone of the new semi-labeled samples which are divided into class
c by the main classifier. For all the samples with d1(x

c_new)<1, a threshold dc_new is set for
selecting the samples with a higher prediction confidence in class c. We denote that Nc_new is
the number of samples which satisfy d1(x

c_new)<1 in class c, thus

dc new ¼ maxðd1ðxc new
i ÞÞ

XNc new

i¼1

d1ðxc new
i Þ=Nc new ð7Þ

where max represents the operation to take the maximum value. If dc_new � d1(x
c_new)<1,

xc_new is considered as a candidate semi-labeled sample in the margin band to be introduced
into the training set. For the samples which satisfy d1(x

c_new)�1, all of them will also be added
into the candidate sample set. The reasons for this point are: First, d1(x

c_new)�1 means that
xc_new carries a very high credibility. Second, as the distances between each semi-labeled sample
and all the labeled samples will still be computed, collecting more samples with d1(x

c_new)�1
will help the main classifier to obtain the semi-labeled samples more quickly and expand the
space of distribution of labeled samples. Third, new samples have the most information of cur-
rent concept so that collecting more may be beneficial to solve “concept drift” problem. As the
hyperplane of the SVM is only relevant to support vectors, in a lot of literature [5–7, 23] the
samples with d1(x

c_new)>1 are abandoned directly, however in our research we find that previ-
ous non-support vectors are quite possible to become support vectors when the number of
training samples increases or concept drifts. The schematic drawing is shown in Fig 1. We
assume: the initial hyperplane is H1; A1 and A2 are the initial support vectors for class A; B1
and B2 are the initial support vectors for class B; A3 and B3 are the initial non-support vectors.
After introducing A4 and B4, the hyperplane becomes H3 and A3 and B3 become the support
vectors. Fig 1 effectively illustrates that preserving non-support vectors is not insignificant.

Classification Algorithm Based on Incremental Semi-Supervised SVM
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A lot of literature [24–27] on semi-supervised learning depend only on the distance between
each semi-labeled sample and the hyperplane to determine the credibility of this semi-labeled
sample, which we think is one-sided. For example, sometimes the hyperplane may be generated
by few training samples, which could not reflect the actual distribution of different classes
of samples. In this condition, it is possible that the classification result is wrong although the
sample is far away from the hyperplane. The schematic illustration is shown in Fig 2. All the
assumptions are the same with Fig 1. For the hyperplane H3 to truly reflect the distribution
relationship of class A and class B, the unlabeled samples in the red area and its unlimited
extension should be divided into class A, however they will be divided into class B by the hyper-
plane H1 even if they are infinitely far away from H1. Fig 2 effectively illustrates that the classi-
fication result is not necessarily correct even the distance between the semi-labeled sample and
the hyperplane is far enough.

Distances between each semi-labeled sample and labeled samples. In this paper, the dis-
tances between each semi-labeled sample and all the labeled samples in this class are consid-
ered as important indicators for the prediction confidence of this semi-labeled sample. As we
know from Fig 2, although the semi-labeled samples in the red area are far away from H1,
they are not close enough to B1, B2 or B3, which increases the uncertainty of their classification
results. For the main classifier, after projecting the labeled samples into the Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space F by a nonlinear mapping ϕ:x 2 Rn! ϕ(x) 2 F, we let xci ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;NcÞ denote
the ith labeled sample in class c in the original space; �c

i denotes the projection of xci in space

Fig 1. Non-support vectors become support vectors (H1 is the initial hyperplane. H3 is the final hyperplane. A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3 and B4 are
samples).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g001
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F; Nc denotes the total number of labeled samples in class c. In Euclidean space, the distance
between any two labeled samples in class c in space F can be written as:

����c
i � �c

j

��� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�c

i Þ2 � 2ð�c
i � �c

j Þ þ ð�c
j Þ2

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k1ðxi; xiÞ � 2k1ðxi; xjÞ þ k1ðxj; xjÞ

q
ð8Þ

As k1(xi,xi) = k1(xj,xj) = 1, (2), (8) can be simplified as:����c
i � �c

j

��� ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 2k1ðxi; xjÞ

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 2exp½�ðlii � 2lij þ ljjÞ=2s2�

q
ð9Þ

The distance
����c

i � �c
j

��� can also be calculated on the basis of lij, which greatly reduces the

computational complexity of our proposed algorithm. For any semi-labeled sample xc_new, the
distance between xc_new and each labeled sample in class c in space F is����ðxc newÞ � �c

i

��� ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 2k1ðxi; xc newÞ

p
ð10Þ

where the computation of k1(xi,x
c_new) has already been done in (4). In this paper, we prefer to

collect the semi-labeled samples which are not far from the labeled samples so that xc_new will
be a candidate

min
i¼1;2;���;Nc

ð
����ðxc newÞ � �c

i

���Þ � min
i;j¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ ð11Þ

Fig 2. The distance between the semi-labeled sample and the hyperplane is far but the classification result is still wrong (H1 is the initial
hyperplane. H3 is the final hyperplane. A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3 and B4 are samples).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g002
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where min represents the minimum-value operator. Eq (11) shows that the minimum distance
between a candidate semi-labeled sample and each labeled sample of its class should not be
greater than the minimum distance between any two labeled samples in this class. The possibil-
ity of semi-labeled samples in isolation is decreased with this indicator so as to enhance the
credibility.

So far, in the “soft-start” phase, for any new incoming semi-labeled sample xc_new, if

Main classifier result ¼ Assistant classifier result

d1ðxc newÞ � dc new

min
i¼1;2;���;Nc

ð
����ðxc newÞ � �c

i

���Þ � min
i;j¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ ð12Þ

8>>>><
>>>>:

xc_new will be put into the training set of the main classifier as a labeled sample, while for the
assistant classifier it only provides the classification results without collecting any new samples.

Since our algorithm is going to handle the new data continuously, the previous data is not
read again once it is abandoned. Thus it is faced with the problem that it is difficult for the
main classifier to obtain more new samples when min

i;j¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

ðj�c
i � �c

j jÞ is too small. In order to

address this problem, two buffers are created to save the samples which satisfy (13)

min
i;j¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ < min
i¼1;2;���;Nc

ð
����ðxc newÞ � �c

i

���Þ � max
i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ
�

ð13Þ

For the first batch of data, the semi-labeled samples which satisfy (13) are saved in the first
buffer while the semi-labeled samples in the second batch which satisfy (13) are saved in the
second buffer. When the third batch arrives, it is sent to the classifiers together with the sam-
ples in the first buffer. The above computation is repeated and the samples that satisfy (13) are
saved in the first buffer again. For the fourth batch, it is processed with the data in the second
buffer. The same work is done recursively for every new batch in the future.

The procedure of “soft-start” is illustrated in Fig 3.

Incremental semi-supervised learning
After the “soft-start” phase, as a number of the semi-labeled samples with high confidence
have been absorbed into the training set of the main classifier, the knowledge structure of the
main classifier become more abundant. At this point, we can relax the conditions of introduc-
ing the semi-labeled samples and try to achieve a quicker introduction. First, the assistant clas-
sifier is abandoned. With further learning, as no new samples are collected by the assistant
classifier, it could not solve the “concept drift” problem in a changing environment and may
have interference on the classification decision. Second, the restriction of (11) and (13) is
relaxed. With more and more new samples being introduced into the training set, the value of

min
i;j¼1;2;���;Nc

i6¼j

ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ and max
i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ
�
will inevitably become smaller, which

results in it being extremely difficult introducing work. In this regard, in order to ensure the
speed of learning new data, (11) is changed into

min
i¼1;2;���;Nc

ðj�ðxc newÞ � �c
i jÞ � r � mean

i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ
�

ð14Þ
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in which mean represents the operator to take average value; ρ� 1 is the distance control con-
stant. Meanwhile, (12) is changed into

d1ðxc newÞ � dc new

min
i¼1;2;���;Nc

ð
����ðxc newÞ � �c

i

���Þ � r � mean
i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i

��c
j

���Þ
�

ð15Þ

8>><
>>:

Fig 3. Flow-chart of “soft-start.”

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g003
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(13) is also changed into

r � mean
i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ
�
< min

i¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����ðxc newÞ��c

i

���Þ�r � max
i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ
�
ð16Þ

The procedure of incremental semi-supervised learning is illustrated in Fig 4.

New labeled samples’ learning
In the learning process, some new labeled samples may also be obtained, which are precious
resources for incremental semi-supervised learning. We hope that new labeled samples could
be used not only to enhance our knowledge system but also to estimate the performance of
main classifier and help it recover from the errors that may exist. In this paper, they are classi-
fied by (4) firstly and the classification results are compared with their real labels. If some of
the results are wrong, we analyze that there are two main reasons: First, the misclassified sam-
ples may be corrupted by some noise or have some special attributes that the current classifier
is unable to output the correct results. Second, some misclassified semi-labeled samples are
introduced into the training set in the previous learning process, which causes a certain degree
of classification confusion. Apparently, the impact of the second reason on the classifier is fatal,
which is likely to lead to consecutive mistakes in the future. Thus, in order to exclude the possi-
bility of introducing wrong semi-labeled samples, our method chooses to clear all the previous
semi-label samples in the circle with the center at every misclassified new labeled sample and
the radius equals to the value in Eq (14) as:

r ¼ r � mean
i¼1;2;���;Nc

i 6¼j

�
min

j¼1;2;���;Nc
ð
����c

i � �c
j

���Þ
�

ð17Þ

In addition, for the correctly classified labeled samples they are saved directly.
The procedure of new labeled samples’ learning is illustrated in Fig 5.

Data cleaning mechanism
A further study discovers that the number of non-support vectors gradually rises, which means
more storage space and longer training time. Therefore, a data cleaning mechanism is pro-
posed. In order to make the classifier have the best performance of the distribution of current
data, our mechanism does not clean up the latest batch of data but only the previous data.
When the length of the training time or the amount of data storage reaches the upper thresh-
old, for all the samples in the previous training set satisfying d1ðxci Þ > 1, we set

dc ¼ Nc oldmaxðd1ðxci ÞÞ=
XNc old

i¼1

d1ðxci Þ ð18Þ

where Nc_old is the number of samples in the previous training set satisfying d1ðxci Þ > 1. xci will
be discarded if d1ðxci Þ > dc. As xci is one of the training samples, we can assume that it is the kth
(1� k� N) sample in the training set as xci ¼ xk. According to (4) and (2), d1ðxci Þ can be writ-
ten as:

d1ðxci Þ ¼
�����
XN
j¼1

a�j yjk1ðxj; xkÞ þ b�
����� ¼

�����
XN
j¼1

a�j yjexp½�ðljj � 2ljk þ lkkÞ=2s2� þ b�
����� ð19Þ
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It is obvious that the data cleaning mechanism is based on the computation of l as well.
Since the data cleaning work is carried out by the class label, the class with more data is cleaned
up first in order to alleviate the problem of unbalanced classes.

At this point, all the procedure of the novel classification algorithm based on the incremen-
tal semi-supervised SVM proposed in this paper is completed. The whole procedure is also
illustrated in Fig 6. Moreover, our proposed algorithm can be easily extended into multiple
classification applications.

Results and Discussion
In this section, two sets of experiments for the two different purposes of incremental learning
were designed respectively. In order to validate the generalization ability of our algorithm,
MSTAR database [28] and FACE database [12] fromMIT (data in S1 Dataset) were used in

Fig 4. Flow-chart of incremental semi-supervised learning.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g004
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our two experiments respectively. All the experiments were conducted on an Intel Core2
E8400 3.0GHz CPU, running the Windows 7 operating system, with programs written in
Matlab.

MSTAR database
In this experiment, BMP2 (232 sn-c21 s (data in S2 Dataset), 191 sn-9563 s (data in S3 Data-
set), 191 sn-9566 s (data in S4 Dataset)) and T72 (232 sn-132 s (data in S5 Dataset), 191 sn-812
s (data in S6 Dataset), 191 sn-s7 s (data in S7 Dataset)) at 17° depression angle were chose as
the sample set. All the 1228 vehicles above were mixed and divided randomly as follows: 61
BMP2 s and 61 T72 s were grouped as the initial labeled training set. 53 BMP2 s and 53 T72 s
were grouped as a batch of new labeled samples which appeared during the learning process.
50 BMP2 s and 50 T72 s were grouped as a batch of the unlabeled samples and there were 10

Fig 5. Flow-chart of new labeled samples’ learning.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g005
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batches in all. Meanwhile, 191 BMP2sn-c21 s at 15° depression angle (data in S8 Dataset) were
chose as the testing set in this experiment, which could help us to follow the accuracy rate of
the main classifier after learning each batch of data.

The first three steps were set as the “soft-start” phase. For the kernel function in the main
classifier, we set 1 / 2σ2 = 0.6. For the kernel function in the assistant classifier, we set p = 2.
Before the classification, it was necessary to normalize the amplitude of each sample. The nor-
malization formula was given by:

xNormalized ¼ x=kxk2 ð20Þ

where x was the vector representation of each sample; xNormalized was the vector representation
of the normalized x.

As each series of vehicles had three different sub-series and each batch of data was grouped
randomly, it made the correlation between any two batches weak and the distribution of each
batch had a great deal of variability, which meant our algorithm learnt in a changing environ-
ment. The experiment was conducted multiple times and the accuracy rates of different algo-
rithms were plotted in Fig 7.

In Fig 7, the abscissa represents the incremental learning process, where 0 represents the ini-
tial training with the labeled samples, the 7th batch of data is the new labeled sample set and all

Fig 6. Flow-chart of our classification algorithm based on incremental semi-supervised SVM.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g006
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other batches are the unlabeled sample sets. The ordinate represents the accuracy rate of the
main classifier on the testing set after the completion of classification and learning of each
batch of data. 4 dashed lines represent the processes of 4 independent experiments with our
algorithm. The average processes of 100 independent experiments of our algorithm, Emara’s
algorithm [18] and the traditional supervised learning method are represented with red, blue
and black solid lines respectively.

Since the initial training samples are randomly selected, there is a big change in the accuracy
rate in the original stage, which may also have an influence on future learning. However, the 4
dashed lines show that our proposed incremental semi-supervised algorithm based on the
SVMmakes the accuracy rate have different degrees of improvement, which proves that our
algorithm can effectively enrich the knowledge structure of the SVM with unlabeled samples.
Compared with the algorithm in [18], although there is a slower improvement in the “soft-
start” phase, an obviously better learning effect is presented by our method. The main reasons
are summarized. First, in our algorithm, a stricter credibility test is processed for each new
semi-labeled sample, which leads to lower possibility of misclassification. Second, in Emara’s
algorithm, the labels of semi-labeled samples may be removed after each new sample arriving,
which may cause training set instability and limit the growth of the accuracy rate. The compar-
ison between red and black solid lines also shows that the accuracy rate of our incremental
semi-supervised method is close to the traditional supervised method and illustrates that our
method is applicable to the first purpose of incremental learning. In addition, in the changing
environment, the accuracy rate of our method does not drop significantly and the number of
introduced misclassified semi-labeled samples is precious few (only 1 in the 11th step of the yel-
low curve), which demonstrates the stability of the proposed “soft-start”, the correctness of our
selection of semi-labeled samples and our adaptability of “concept drift”.

Here we need to emphasize that the rise of accuracy rate of our algorithm, as a semi-super-
vised algorithm, should be mainly based on the collection of the unlabeled samples. The reason
to consider the emergence of the new labeled samples is that we hope our algorithm could have
a better generalization performance of new data and be closer to the practical applications. In

Fig 7. The accuracy rate of the testing set with different algorithms.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g007
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the first 6 batches, a rise takes place in the yellow, purple and orange curves while the cyan
curve is relatively stable, which is determined by the number of introduced semi-labeled sam-
ples. For the yellow, purple and orange curves, each of them obtains near 145 semi-labeled
samples while the number for the cyan curve is only 86, which makes it hard to have a remark-
able advance. For the last 4 batches, with the relaxation of indicator in (14), the speed of obtain-
ing new samples accelerates and the accuracy rate of each curve maintains at a high level and
still has a different range of improvement. Finally, the average number of training samples in
our method will exceed 800. The analysis demonstrates that our proposed algorithm has a
good ability of the incremental semi-supervised learning.

For the drop phenomenon in each curve, it is not a signal that some mislabeled samples are
introduced into the training set. It is possible that all the introduced samples are correct but the
accuracy rate still declines. In this regard, a schematic illustration is presented in Fig 8 to
explain this phenomenon.

For H1, the upper two A� s are classified correctly while the lower A�, Ag� and Bg� are clas-
sified mistakenly. For H3, the upper two A� s are classified mistakenly while the lower A�, Ag�

and Bg� are classified correctly, which means the accuracy rate of H3 improves significantly
relative to H1. However, for the hyperplane H2 at an intermediate moment, only the lower A�

is classified correctly, which results in a moment that all the semi-labeled are introduced cor-
rectly but the accuracy rate is worse than the initial stage.

FACE database
This experiment was focused on the second purpose of incremental learning and was designed
to validate the ability of our algorithm to discriminate and learnt the new data. In order to
reflect the effectiveness of solving “concept drift”, we made a choice of the first 50 samples in
face training set and the first 50 samples in class B1 in non-face training set as our initial train-
ing set, and also other 340 samples in the face training set and the first 340 samples in class B5
in non-face training set were selected as the unlabeled incremental sets. The 680 incremental
samples were randomly divided into 10 batches. Each batch had 34 face samples and 34 non-
face samples. Since there was a large difference between class B1 and class B5, the learning pro-
cess was analyzed through the accuracy rate of each new batch. For fully considering some
extreme cases, the “concept drift” occurred directly from the first batch, which could better val-
idate the ability of our algorithm to learn in the changing environment. Some non-support vec-
tors were also abandoned with our data cleaning mechanism after learning the 7th batch of
data.

All the parameters and the normalization formula were the same as experiment 3.1. The
experiment was also conducted many times and the accuracy rates of different algorithms were
plotted in Fig 9.

In Fig 9, the processes of 4 independent experiments of our algorithm are represented with
4 dashed lines. The average process of 100 independent experiments of our algorithm, Emara’s
algorithm [18] and the traditional supervised learning method are represented with the red,
blue and black solid lines respectively. The average process with only the initial training set is
represented with the green solid line.

As the non-face samples are changed into class B5 from class B1 and the strategy of our
algorithm is relatively conservative in the “soft-start” phase, it can be seen from Fig 9 that the
accuracy rate of our algorithm is low, which is similar to the green line and lower than the blue
line, and that some large-scale fluctuations are presented in each independent experiment in
the first 3 batches. However, with the main classifier obtaining more and more new semi-
labeled samples and learning the new concept, our accuracy rate can rise to 80% and reach 90%
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finally, which is higher than the accuracy rate produced by the algorithm in [18], as Emara’s
S3VMnew is evaluated with a validation dataset which is not efficient in a changing environment
and makes the algorithm more dependent on labeled samples to recover from past labeling
mistakes, and proves that our algorithm can overcome “concept drift” successfully.

From the accuracy rate on the 8th, 9th and 10th batches of the red line, we can see that our
data cleaning mechanism does not have a negative influence on the classifier but has a positive
effect on reducing the amount of stored data. For the learning time, the average cost of our
algorithm for the whole process is 12s while the average cost of Emara’s algorithm and the tra-
ditional method is 12s and 200s respectively, which shows the effectiveness of our algorithm.
In addition, not any specific parameters and threshold values are set for the particular samples
in the theoretical derivation, which makes the generalization performance of our algorithm
excellent. The results of experiment 3.1 and experiment 3.2 also demonstrated at this point.

Conclusions
This paper has proposed a novel classification algorithm based on the incremental semi-super-
vised SVM. Contributions of our algorithm are made as follows. First, our algorithm is applica-
ble to the two different purposes of incremental learning. Second, our algorithm achieves
similar performance in comparison to the traditional supervised learning approach but with
smaller amount of stored data and learning time. Third, new unlabeled samples are effectively

Fig 8. All the semi-labeled are introduced correctly but the accuracy rate declines (H1 is the initial hyperplane, H3 is the final hyperplane and H2 is
the hyperplane at a certain moment in the learning process. A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3 and B4 are samples. A* represents a testing sample in class A.
Ag* and Bg* represent a group of testing samples in class A and class B, respectively).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g008
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used in our algorithm to enrich the knowledge system of classifier with a combination of
incremental learning and semi-supervised learning. Fourth, our algorithm is not dependent on
the distribution assumption of problem structure, which makes it have an outstanding ability
to overcome the concept drift in changing environments. Fifth, no specific parameters and
threshold values are set in the theoretical derivation, which makes our algorithm display excel-
lent generalization performance. Sixth, in order to extend the applications of our algorithm,
the possible appearance of some new labeled samples is also considered during the learning
process. All these advantages have been verified in the experiments. More research and practi-
cal applications about the incremental semi-supervised learning, such as incremental semi-
supervised learning based on Adaboost, incremental semi-supervised online learning and
incremental learning with possible mislabeled samples, would be carried out further in the
future.

Supporting Information
S1 Dataset. MIT FACE.
(ZIP)

S2 Dataset. BMP2sn-c21_17_depression angle.
(ZIP)

S3 Dataset. BMP2sn-9563_17_depression angle.
(ZIP)

S4 Dataset. BMP2sn-9566_17_depression angle.
(ZIP)

S5 Dataset. T72sn-132_17_depression angle.
(ZIP)

S6 Dataset. T72sn-812_17_depression angle.
(ZIP)

Fig 9. The accuracy rate of each new batch with different algorithms.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135709.g009
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